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Georgia ends Delta Air
Lines fuel tax break

On Monday, May 4th, Georgia Governor Nathan Deal signed a bill officially ending a lucrative tax
break Delta Air Lines has enjoyed on jet fuel. North Carolina lawmakers also have the opportunity
to end corporate welfare for American Airlines this year. The airline tax breaks in each state have
followed a similar trajectory.
North Carolina and Georgia lawmakers first granted jet fuel tax breaks to Delta and U.S. Airways in 2005. At
the time, breaks in both states passed as temporary measures intended to help the airlines as they struggled in
part due to rising fuel prices.
A decade later, fuel prices have plummeted. Delta, American, and the rest of the airline industry are in a much
different place. Delta made $2.8 billion in profit in 2014, and American made $4.2 billion in profit.1 The North
American airline industry overall anticipates profit of $25 billion in 2015.2
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North Carolina lawmakers can end corporate welfare for American Airlines while remaining competitive
among hub airport states.
n 	Charlotte Douglas International Airport had the lowest cost per enplaned passenger of all large U.S.
hub airports in 2014. This will not be affected if American Airlines’ handout expires.
n 	North Carolina is one of only six states that only tax airlines on the fuel used within the state. This
additional estimated $27 million tax break from which all airlines currently benefit significantly lowers
the effective jet fuel tax rate and will keep North Carolina competitive even if the American Airlines
handout expires.
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